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P1: SITE MODEL
Baltic Birch Plywood + Hardwood Dowels

This project was completed as part of the Workshop Safety Training at the beginning of the 
term. Working collaboratively with a partner (Christine Karczmar and myself), documents were 
prepared for the laser cutter, followed by having them cut, sanded, and assembled in the work-
shop.

1:425 Scale

COMPLETED MODEL

BUILDING PROCESS OF MODEL
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P2: PRECEDENT ANALYSIS
Working in a team of two (Melissa Christenson and myself), the Kings Road House designed by 
R. M. Schindler was analyzed and deconstructed to begin understanding the fundamentals of the 
architectural design process. Through the creation of a series of drawings and models, the in-
tentions of the precedent were explored and the architectural order, space, form, and connection 
to site were studied and interpreted.

In studying the Kings Road House, we decided to focus on Schindler’s major concept of breaking 
away from tradition by designing a very open home with seamless transitions to the outdoors, 
experimenting with communal living, and incorporating his camping experience into various as-
pects of the home. Through a thorough diagrammatic exploration, we examined  all three of the 
home’s aspects that support that major idea.

SCHINDLER’S INSPIRATION & INTENT
Schindler experienced two major moments of inspiration for the home. The first moment of 
inspiration was sparked by his visit to Wright’s Taliesin Studio in Wisconsin in 1920 with his wife, 
Pauline. The experience of being in this studio had a significant impact on the couple, specifically 
the way in which the house coexisted in harmony with the rural environment. Secondly, 
Schindler designed his home with a strong memory of his camping experience in Yosemite Park 
in 1921. Kings Road House became a reflection of this experience, which made the living spaces 
within non-traditional.

EXPERIMENT IN COMMUNAL LIVING

The open concept of the Kings Road House, with moveable panels and smooth transition 
between the indoor and outdoor spaces, facilitates circulation. The Schindlers lived with 
the Chase couple and each pair had their own private section of the home, including 
gardens. The layout allowed for each couple to experience privacy without having to 
encounter each other outside the communal areas. However, each person was free to 
move to the other couple’s private section.

SEAMLESS TRANSITION

SCALE:  1/8" = 1'
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DINING - A SOCIAL AFFAIR

Instead of incorporating a typical kitchen and dining room into the home’s design, Schindler split 
these program needs over several indoor and outdoor spaces. A reference back to his camping 
trip, fireplaces were the focal points of these spaces.

Kitchen

Dining Room

Traditional

Kings Road House

Traditional

Kitchen

Dining Room

Kings Road House

Traditional home rooms are static in use and configuration. Schindler’s were not. 

“I consider myself the first and still one of the few architects who CONSCIOUSLY ABANDONED 
STYLISTIC SCULPTURAL ARCHITECTURE in order to develop space as a medium of art...who 
has attained a distinct local and personal form language.” - Schindler to Elisabeth Mock at 
MOMA, August 1943
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While each couple had their own private section of the home and each person their 
own studio, the rooms had the flexibility to adapt to various uses according to what 
was desired.

Instead of conventional bedrooms in the house, Schindler designed sleeping baskets as sleeping 
accommodations on the second floor.
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PUBLIC & PRIVATE SPACES
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Traditional

Kings Road House
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P3a: SITE ANALYSIS
Working in a team of two, Joo Sung Hong and myself, analyzed specific environmental aspects of 
the given study site near the Shaganappi Golf Course to gain a greater understanding of land-
scape processes and forms. We decided to study the concept of the site, the various layers of 
the site, the colors, and seed dispersal. Drawing was then used as a tool for translating the de-
veloped knowledge from the site analysis into a comprehensive two-dimensional representation 
of the site.

 Concept of the Site
Joo Sung Hong

Alicia Reszka

CONCEPT OF THE SITE
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Watercolor paint was mixed to create colors that matched the ones on the site at the time of 
the analysis, supporting the previous diagram. The paint was then frozen in ice to represent the 
preservation of those colors that are present in autumn. Once the ice began to melt, the water-
color created abstract art showing how those colors bleed down the slope of the hill down to 
the Bow River, which ultimately represents and creates an awareness of the hydrology and how 
water can carry both beneficial and harmful elements down to the river.

1 1 Seed of the Site

= seed patch

= human path

SEED OF THE SITE
This diagram represents seed dispersal by means of human movement on the site.



P3b: EXPERIENTIAL PLATFORM
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This comprehensive site analysis served as a basis for a site specific intervention. The program 
for the intervention was an Experiential Platform, providing for a new, and unexpected experi-
ence of the site and also exploring the formal language of spaces, connections, and adjacencies. 
The design of the platform (a wooden installation) was informed by the precedent, Kings Road 
House. Sketching, model-making, exploration, and critical discourse were used to develop the 
project and to promote a deeper understanding of the built environment.

PRECEDENT HOUSE: KINGS ROAD HOUSE

EXPERIENTIAL PLATFORM

Small scale model exploring shapes, the height, and the spacing in between the board to represent the play between 
privacy and exposure.

With the design of his
home, the architect,
Schindler, wanted to
break away from a 
traditionally designed
home. One of the ways
in which he did this was
through experimentation
with communal living.
To allow two couples,
the Schindlers and
Chases, to live under one
roof, Schindler designed
the home in a way that
allowed both to have 
privacy (by means of 
permanent walls), while 
still having direct access
to the outdoor living
spaces, the gardens
(through movable panels).
  

PARTI AND START OF DESIGN PROCESS

The design began with the focus on the balance or playfulness between privacy and exposure as seen in the Schindler
House (sketch on the left). The smaller sketches explored varying spaces between the boards to emphasize that idea. They
also show initial considerations of the site slope as well as ways that others may interact with the structure.

STUDIES AND EVOLUTION OF DESIGN

SEASONALITY

MATERIALITY - WOOD TYPES AND TEXTURES

SUMMER + AUTUMN WINTER SPRING

These small scale models explored the ways in which people may interact with the structure based on different seasons 
and weather. These studies informed the final design resulting in the creation of freedom to climb up the structure for 
better views and offering a sheltered place for relaxation, gathering, and/or solitude. The rainy weather or spring study 
showed that the boards should be on a slight angle to allow water to run off the back of the structure more easily.

SUNRISE NOON

LIGHT + SHADOWS

EARLY AFTERNOON SUNSET

PINE: lightweight and resists
shrinking and swelling.

MAPLE: straight-grained and 
ultra-durable hardwood.

OAK: Very grainy and durable
hardwood.

WALNUT: straight-grained, very
strong, and durable hardwood.
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TECTONIC ORDER AND RELATION TO SITE

SITE, ADJACENCIES, AND TECTONICS

BOW RIVER

SHAGANAPPI GOLF COURSE

EAST VIEW OF DOWNTOWN

BIKE PATH
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FINAL DESIGN

PLAN RIGHT VIEW ELEVATION FRONT VIEW ELEVATIONSECTION

The design is capable of 
accommodating a small group
of people and offers a novel
place for gathering and/or 
solitude.

The entrance to the inner part
of the structure is oriented
towards the trees, taking focus
away from the traffic below
along Crowchild trail.

The decreasing size of wooden
boards with height provide 
steps that may be used to 
climb to the top for better 
views.

The small groove with slight
roofing at the back of the 
structure provides enough
space for one person to sit
or stand.

cement
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wooden boards + supports

The structure is unique
in the way the boards
are spaced, with the most
amount of space halfway
up the structure, gradually
becoming smaller with
increasing and decreasing
height. This provides a
playful balance between
privacy through 
confinement and partial
exposure. This playfulness
can awaken a sense of
curiosity in a passerby
or the person experiencing
the space.
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P4: HOUSE DESIGN
The purpose of this project was to design a house that explores a scarcity. The chosen scarcity 
for this project was that of natural light in the built environment. The house provides a unique 
and different experience for those temporarily residing within the home (house for rent) by cel-
ebrating that natural light through the use of pattern.

ON SITE

PARTI DIAGRAM - DEFINING SCARCITY
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The house is placed on an open area with minimal shadows to take full advantage of the sunlight.

FORM EXPLORATION

MASSING + LIGHT STUDY

MATERIALITY + LIGHT STUDY

Direct Light

Diffused Light
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PLANS, SECTIONS, & ELEVATIONS

Ground Floor Second Floor Rooftop

Left Elevation Back Elevation

Section A Section B Section C

EXPERIENTIAL VISUALIZATIONS
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DESIGN MATTERS LECTURE SERIES
The Design Matters lecture series are thought-provoking talks that allow students, professionals, 

and the general public to become engaged and aware of current design projects and issues in ar-
chitecture, planning, environmental design, and landscape ecology. Personally, as a student, I found 
these lectures to be an excellent addition to my learning experience because they directly apply to 
my field of study. Following are reflections on two of these lectures.

Hello, City! - Liam Young

The Making of Urban Landscapes: for People and the 
Earth - Mark Johnson

Mark is a leading designer and thought leader in the landscape architecture field. During the talk, 
he emphasized the deep responsibilities of landscape architects, which are to create enjoyment, 
build communities, create and add meaningful experiences, and enhance healthy lives. To accomplish 
such goals, they work between people, nature, and the built environment. It is important to be knowl-
edgeable and aware of nature including the nature of people and that of nature itself. Since we are 
part of nature and capable of changing it to our needs, we must be mindful that we have a respon-
sibility to sustain forms of life other than our own; to maintain the naturally designed ecosystems 
that support and nurture life; and to maintain some form of balance in the transformed ecosystem.

No landscape can be seen or thought of as one entity or place, but rather an entire system, net-
work, or operation. With this kind of thinking, we can build places that are sustainable for us, humans,

Liam Young is an architect who thinks speculatively about architecture and engineering and at-
tempts to bring his ideas to life through film with a focus on how imaging of potential, future archi-
tecture and urbanism shapes the way we think and feel. He assembles new worlds from fictional 
speculations and unreal landscapes, inspired by travelling to remote parts of the world. This investi-
gation of imaginary, unknown, and forgotten landscapes, terrains, and ecologies acts as an important 
instrument to study the consequences of emerging environmental and technological futures.

I believe this field of speculative architectural practice is a great and interesting way to unfold 
significant discussions regarding a city that is always changing with emerging technologies and how 
to keep up to date with developments. Fiction is also an extraordinary shared language where peo-
ple can share ideas and explore imaginary worlds to study and have an improved understanding of 
their own world, required to better that world. Liam described the world of a near future smart 
city in which technology automates much of the way we interact and perform tasks. Technology is 
an important consideration because it cannot be separated from culture since; it is an extension of 
it. An example of that is that we now, essentially, live in a city that stretches over the entirety of the 
world because of technology that connects all of us.

Overall, it is a fascinating and curious take on architecture. The medium that Liam uses to express 
his ideas changes the way we think about architecture and design. He strengthens the profession by 
inspiring young, aspiring architects to develop their own voice and practice. I find this to be incredibly 
important because every individual possesses their own strengths and weaknesses and to make a 
real difference in the world, people must find and pursue what they are passionate about, while 
finding their own voice to best express their ideas and make that difference.
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and for other beings. This topic is extremely relevant to architecture in general because re-
gardless of whether a new green space or structure is being built, we should always strive to be 
sustainable and attempt to not only be efficient in terms of energy, water, and materials, but also 
to reduce pollution, maintain high air quality and wildlife habitat, and be socially sustainable, among 
others. In other words, we should always be mindful of our surrounding environment, nature, that 
supports us. And this is exactly what Mark strives for in his projects, many of which have been 
major, complex urban redevelopment projects, which all involve green infrastructure that acts as a 
catalyst to environment, economic, and social change.


